Abstract-This paper describes the function used in databases for performing the calculations, modifies the data items and does manipulations on data. It defines the functions, their syntax's and errors occurred during the process. Functions are applied on oracle having SQL and are illustrated through query processing.
I. INTRODUCTION
A SQL functions are brought up into oracle databases and are obtainable for its utilization in SQL queries.
II.
BENEFITS OF SQL FUNCTIONS The feature of SQL is its SQL Functions. These functions perform below tasks: IV. EXECUTION OF QUERIES selectename"Emp_Name",lower(ENAME)"Lower_case",u pper(ename) "Upper_case", initcap(ename) "Initcap_case" from emp1 where empno in ('1','2','3','4'). 
Function Result
Concat("Data" ,"Structure") DataStructure Substr("Data Structure",1,4) Data Length("Data Structure") 13
Instr("DataStructure', 'S') 5
Lpad(salary,5,'*') **240
Rpad(salary, 5, '*') 240** Replace("BACK and BUE","B","BL") BLACK and BLUE Trim("D" from "DataStructure") ataStructure
Selectename "Name",job "Desg.", concat(ename, job) "Concate Fun." from emp1 where empno in ('1','2','3','4'); Example of SUBSTR,LPAD,RPAD Selectename,substr(ename,1,4),sal,lpad(sal,10,'#'),rpad(sal,1 0,'#')from emp1 SQL statement displays the data for those employees whose last names end with the letter n. Selectename,substr(ename,1,4),length(ename),instr(ename,'n' ) from emp1 where SUBSTR(ename, -1, 1) = 'n'; Number Functions: selectename "Name" ,hiredate "Hire_date",hiredate+7 "7days+hiredate" ,hiredate-7 "7days-hiredate"from emp1 1) Months_Between (date1, date2): It helps us in finding the no. of months between two dates.If date1 is afterwarddate2---output is positive; if date1 is earlier than date2, the output is negative. The non-integer portion of the output shows a segment of the month.
2) Add_Months (date, n): Add no. of months into the existing calendar date. It works only on integer values and also can be negative.
3) Next_Day(date, 'char'): Locates the next day date after the given date. It gives output in character. positive-gives value with the describednumber of digits with space in frontand negative with a minus sign in front. The SELECT statement will display 'n/a' if an employee has not been assigned any job yet i.e. JOB_ID is NULL. Else, it would exhibit the actual JOB_ID value.
5) Function:TO_NUMBER
SELECT first_name, NVL(JOB_ID, 'n/a') FROM employees; NVL2 It is an improvement over the earlier NVL,Oracle presented a facility to standby data not only for NULL columns values but also for NOT NULL columns. NVL2 can be used an alternate for Null (Void) and also for non-null value. Syntax: NVL2( string1, value_if_NOT_null, value_if_null )
The SELECT statement under would display 'all' if the JOB_CODE for an employee is NULL. Finally, not null value of JOB CODE, it would rather display constant value 'Job done'. SQL> SELECT NVL2(all, 'Job done', 'Bench')FROM employees; NULLIF The NULLIF is related to two arguments expr1 and expr2. If expr1 equals to expr2 then it gives NULL otherwise expr1. Dissimilar to it first parameter cannot be void. SELECT NULLIF ('ABC', 'MOON')FROM DUAL; COALESCE It is basic form of NVL that gives the first non-void phrase in the parameter list. It requires minimum two parameters but there is no limit on its maximum limit. when salary > 100 AND salary < 4000 then 'GRADE 2' ELSE 'GRADE 3' END CASE From employees; ENAM CASE -----------Admin GRADE 2 Jass GRADE 3 Kumar GRADE 1
V. CONCLUSION
The Query processing of SQL functions comprises of conversion functions has done in this paper .This showed the data manipulation ,formatting, general functions, conditional functioning and its transformation from inbuilt to forceful conversion. In future the work can be done on multiple row functions also.
